We are the noted Manufacturer and Exporter of Construction Machinery, Agriculture Braking Kit, Automobile Service Tools, Hydraulic Power Pack and Industrial Press.
About Us

Based at Pune (Maharashtra, India), in the year 2008, we, “S. P. M. Hydraulics”, are highly engaged in manufacturing and exporting a qualitative assortment of Construction Machinery, Agriculture Braking Kit, Automobile Service Tools, Hydraulic Power Pack and Industrial Press that are appreciated among our clients spanning across the globe. These products are fabricated using a superb quality raw material as per the set quality standards of the international market. The raw material used to manufacture these products is procured from some of the authorized and experienced vendors of the market. Products offered by us are widely acknowledged among clients for their high efficiency, minimum maintenance, robust construction, extended durability and excellent functionality.

Under the guidance of our mentor, “Mr. Suresh Mishra”, we have achieved the acme of success. He is highly knowledgeable regarding the parameters of the industry and has consistently inspired us to manufacture & provide the finest quality products to the customers.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/spmhydraulics/profile.html
CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY

Brick Making Machine

Concrete Block Making Machine

Rotary Brick Making Machine

High Pressure Fly Ash Brick Making Machine
AUTOMOBILE SERVICE TOOLS

Motorcycle Hydraulic Ramp

Hydraulic Lift Hand Pump

Ramp Hydraulic Power Unit

Garage Equipment Cleaning System
HYDRAULIC POWER PACK

Our Products

Single Station Hydraulic Power Pack

Multi Station Power Pack

Customized Hydraulic Power Pack

Hydraulic Cylinder Power Pack
INDUSTRIAL PRESS

Our Products

Automated Hydraulic Press

C Frame Press

Arbor Hydraulic Press

H Frame Press
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Hydraulic Lifting Trolley
- Hydraulic Brake Valve
- Agricultural Trailer Axle with Drum Brakes
- Hawk Foot Pump
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CONTACT US

S. P. M. Hydraulics
Contact Person: Suresh Mishra

S. No. 27, Kharadi Industrial Area Old Mundhwa By Pass, Bollywood E Square Road
Pune - 411014, Maharashtra, India

https://www.indiamart.com/spmhydraulics/